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Follo Corpus B 
Bobath 

Follo Futura has produced treatment and examination tables 
for many years. The products have a contemporary design. 

The bench's design makes raising and lowering gesture linear 
and it is very stable. The bench comes with a footswitch that 
is easy to use. The bench on four wheels is equipped with 
central wheel breaks. 

The benches are entirely manufactured in Norway. 

Follo Corpus B is a treatment table for stroke patients. It can 
also be used for other patient groups. Lying surface is large, 
and with side rail as an option that ensures patient against 
falling. 

The cushions are delightfully designed and has soft sleeping 
surface that provides good comfort, something patients ap-
preciate. Head cushion on the 2-piece version can be adjust-
ed up to 60 degrees. The bench may be supplied with syn-
thetic leather coating in six standard colors: black, anthracite, 
orchid, cyclamen, egg shell and cornflower blue.  The bench 
has a steel support frame with gray powder coating surface 
as standard. It  is easy to clean. 

Corpus B is designed for dynamic load of 160 kg. 
The bench has a weight of 125 kg. Standard length of the 
cushions are 200 cm. The bench is available in three different 
widths, 120 cm, 140 cm or 160 cm. 

The bench can be raised to a maximum of 84 cm and lowered 
to a minimum of 45 cm. As an option offered hand control and 
side rail. 

Follo Corpus B 
(106-210-00) 

Follo Corpus B (2—delt) 
(106-210-02) 
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Technical specifications 

Adjustments 

Optional asseccories 

Hand control HB81 
670-004440 

Head cushion on 2 cushion version 

Item number Height Length/width Cushions Lifting system Vekt 

106-210-00 45cm/84 cm 200cm X 120cm 1 Electric 125 kg 

106-210-10 45cm/84 cm 200cm X 140cm 1 Electric 125 kg 

106-210-20 45cm/84 cm 200cm X 160cm 1 Electric 125 kg 

106-210-02 45cm/84 cm 200cm X 120cm 2 Electric 125 kg 

106-210-12 45cm/84 cm 200cm X 140cm 2 Electric 125 kg 

106-210-22 45cm/84 cm 200cm X 160cm 2 Electric 125 kg 

      

Max static load 250 kg Max dynamic 
load 

160 kg   

Side rail 
Long side: 106-251110 
Short side: 120 cm: 106-251140 
Short side: 140 cm: 106-251130 
Short side: 160 cm: 106-251120 

Battery with el.cable BA21 
670-004460 




